SUMMARY In this paper, a new lifting-based shape-direction-adapti discrete wavelet transform (SDA-DWT) which can be used for arbitraril shaped segments is proposed. The SDA-DWT contains three major techniques: the lifting-based DWT, the adaptive directional technique, and the concept of object-based compression in MPEG-4. With SDA-DWT, the number of transformed coefficients is equal to the number of pixels in the arbitrarily shaped segment image, and the spatial correlation across subbands is well preserved. SDA-DWT also can locally adapt its filtering directions according to the texture orientations to improve energy compaction for images containing non-horizontal or non-vertical edge textures. SDA-DWT can be applied to any application that is wavelet based and the lifting technique provides much flexibility for hardware implementation Experimental results show that, for still object images with rich orientation textures, SDA-DWT outperforms SA-DWT up to 5.88dB in PSNR under 2.15-bpp (bit/object pixel) condition, and reduces the bit-budget up to 28.5% for lossless compression. SDA-DWT also outperforms DA-DWT up to 5.44dB in PSNR under 3.28-bpp condition, and reduces the bit-budget up to 14.0%.
Introduction
The conventional separable 2-D DWT can be implemented by consecutively applying the 1-D DWT in horizontal and vertical directions, or vice versa. Hence, only these two directions of the high-pass filters have vanishing moments. For images containing large amount of edges which are not vertical or horizontal, the conventional DWT cannot provide efficient representations, since there are many large amplitude coefficients in the high frequency subbands of the transformed images. In order to solve this problem, we need to design a DWT whose directions are not fixed to vertical or horizontal. On the contrary, the new separable 2-D DWT will be capable of choosing the best directions for executing two 1-D DWTs. Such DWTs that can choose the optimal transform directions are usually called direction-adaptive DWTs. Recently, Ding et al. proposed the adaptive directional lifting-based wavelet transform (ADL-DWT) [1] for image compression, and they claimed that ADL-DWT can improve the compression performance of a texture-rich image up to 2.0dB. In [1] , they used the lifting scheme [3] , [4] and the sinc-interpolation [5] to design ADL-DWT. About the same time, Chang et al. also proposed a directionadaptive discrete wavelet transform (DA-DWT) [6] for image compression which was based on the lifting scheme, too. DA-DWT does not involve the sub-pixel interpolation of ADL-DWT, but they use the existing input samples for prediction and update. DA-DWT can attain a gain up to 2.5dB in PSNR over the traditional DWT for typical testing images. From [1] and [6] , we clearly know that DWT with direction-adaptive capability can improve the performance of the conventional DWT to a new level, but the extra cost is complicated computation and the side information processing, which contains the direction information, to be stored, coded, and transmitted. Besides the complexity and side information, ADL-DWT and DA-DWT are designed for compressing a rectangular image, and they cannot be used to object-based or arbitrary-shape image compression directly.
Both ADL-DWT and DA-DWT are based on the lifting-based DWT, since the lifting-based DWT is convenient for direction-adaptive functionality realization and hardware implementation. The convolution-based DWT or FIR (finite impulse response) bank structure DWT proposed by Mallat [7] is the traditional method to implement DWT. The convolution-based DWT suffers from the problems that it is complex and difficult for hardware implementation. Therefore, Daubechies and Sweldom proposed the lifting-based DWT [3] which is less complicated than the convolution-based DWT. The main concept of the lifting-based DWT is to break-up the low-pass and high-pass wavelet filters into a sequence of lower-triangular and uppertriangular matrices, and implement the filter by banded matrix multiplications. Because of low complexity, ease for hardware implementation, and the capability of lossless reconstruction, the lifting-based DWT was recommended by JPEG2000.
An important feature of MPEG-4 is the functionality that the compressed forms of visual objects are available, and this feature provides great flexibility for manipulating visual objects in multimedia applications. For this functionality of MPEG-4, many coding techniques for coding arbitrarily shaped visual object were developed, and the shapeadaptiVe discrete cosine transform (SA-DCT) [8] is the most popular one to code the texture of the intra frame of a visual object in video coding. Since SA-DCT divides the object to be compressed into many 8-by-8 blocks, the non-vertical and non-horizontal boundaries of objects can not be represented perfectly, i.e. some positions of the 8-by-8 boundary block are not in the object. In order to overcome the problems of SA-DCT, Li et al. proposed the shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT) [9] for coding the texture of an arbitrarily shaped visual object. SA-DWT uses DWT to replace DCT, and it can handle arbitrarily shaped 2-D objects and gets better performance by using the more complicated algorithm. Lu and Pearlman combined the shape-adaptive DWT and the set-partitioning embedded block coder (SPECK) [10] to propose the object-based SPECK algorithm [11] for coding the arbitrarily shaped objects of the intra frames in MPEG-4.
In this paper, we propose a shape-direction-adaptive lifting-based DWT (SDA-DWT). By using SDA-DWT, we can perform directional adaptive DWT on an arbitrarily shaped and partitioned visual object while the shape mask and partition of the object image are given. SDA-DWT can be directly applied to still image compression and objectbased visual compression in MPEG-4 with high efficiency. Experimental results show that SDA-DWT outperforms SA-DWT (a conventional-separable-2D-DWT based method) by 5.76dB in PSNR for the test image under 1-bpp condition, and reduces 28.5% bit-budget of the coded bit-stream. For our test image, SDA-DWT also outperforms DA-DWT (a lifting-based method) by 4.88dB under 1-bpp condition, and reduces the bit-budget of the coded bit-stream 14.0%. The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In Sect. 2, the proposed SDA-DWT is described in detail. The liftingbased DWT, the adaptive directional DWT, and the shapeadaptive DWT are also included in this section. Experimental results are given in Sect. 3, followed by the conclusions in Sect. 4.
2. Shape-Direction-Adaptive Discrete Wavelet Transform (SDA-DWT)
In this section, we present a new discrete wavelet transform, which is both shape-adaptive and direction-adaptive and named shape-direction-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SDA-DWT). Besides the direction-adaptive capability like ADL-DWT or DA-DWT, SDA-DWT is capable of handling arbitrarily shaped segments. Some related topics such as the lifting structure of DWT, the direction-adaptive DWT, and the shape-adaptive DWT are introduced in this section, too.
Lifting-Based Structure
Wavelet transform is well known as a multi-resolution analysis that provides many advantages: joint space-spatial frequency localization, clustered wavelet coefficients of significance with strong correlations between subbands, and exact reconstruction, which are truly beneficial to image compres- sion. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decomposes a signal: Sl(n) at resolution l into two components: 
where h(n)=h(-n) and g(n)=g(-n). The DWT whose transform is based on Eqs. (1) and (2) and inverse transform on Eq. (3), is called the convolution-based DWT. Figure 1 shows the block diagrams of the convolution-based one-level DWT and IDWT, where s and d are equivalent to Sl+1 and Dl+1, respectively, and x is equivalent to Sl. The convolution-based DWT was widely used for researching and implementing DWT for a long time, so most researchers are familiar to it. The disadvantages of convolution-based DWT are its complexity, large storage space requirement, and difficulty of hardware implementation. Daubechies and Swelden had proposed a new approach, called lifting-based DWT, for implementing DWT. The lifting-based scheme is to decompose a discrete wavelet transform into a finite sequence of simple filtering steps, which are called lifting steps. Using the language of algebraists, the decomposition of lifting-based DWT corresponds to a factorization of the polyphase matrix of the wavelet into elementary matrices. The lifting-based approach can provide advantages such as in-place implementation of the fast DWT, capability of integer-to-integer transform, ease for hardware implementation, less storage space requirement, and flexibility for some adaptations on DWT.
For the lifting structure, each finite impulse response (FIR) wavelet filter is factored into several pairs of lifting steps. One pair of lifting steps includes a prediction step 
For the 5/3 wavelet used in this paper, Eqs. (4) and (5) are the prediction function and the update function, respectively.
Equations (6) and (7) 
Fig. 3
The structure of a lifting-based one-dimensional 5/3-wavelet DWT. DWT. Figure  5 shows the nine directions and their corresponding neighbors of an odd sample in prediction step of a 5/3-wavelet DWT.
In Fig. 6 using the shape mask, the object in an image can be easily segmented. The most popular technique for object texture coding is the shape-adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) [8] , which uses 8-by-8 blocks to approximate the shape of the object to be coded. Since an object usually can not be represented by 8-by-8 blocks perfectly, a lot of boundary blocks do not totally reside in the object and make this method inefficient. S. Li et al. proposed a shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT) for arbitrarily shaped visual object coding [9], and they used SA-DWT for the texture coding of the intra frame part in object based video coding. Lu et al. also proposed an object texture coding technique [11] that combined SA-DWT and SPECK algorithm [10] . The experimental results in [11] showed that SA-DWT with extensions of zerotree entropy coding (ZTE) outperforms SA-DCT up to 0.97dB in Y-plane PSNR, 1.29dB in U-plane PSNR, and 0.89dB in V-plane PSNR, for the Akiyo sequence (CIF) at 1.0bpp. The works of [9] and [11] used the convolution-based DWT, and both of them involved complicated computation. Using the lifting-based DWT and global even-odd relation we can realize SA-DWT easily. Figure 8 shows that an arbitrarily shaped segment contains 10 pixels in a 6-by-8-pixel image, and it also shows the relation of even and odd pixels in the prediction step. In Fig. 8 , the two arrows, pointing to each odd pixel, are used to indicate that the odd pixel's two nearest neighbors in the same row are used to predict the odd pixel. For the 5/3 wavelet DWT, the prediction value of each odd pixel in the lifting-based horizontal 1-D DWT is the mean value of its right and left neighbors. After the prediction step, the residual that each odd pixel subtracts its prediction value is stored in the position of the odd pixel. If the even neighbor does not in the segment, the symmetric extension is used to generate a new even pixel value for prediction. For the single point in a row (e.g. the pixel at row 1 and column 3), its two neighbors for prediction are set to zero. Figure 9 shows the update relation of the arbitrarily shaped segment when the lifting-based horizontal 1-D 5/3 DWT is performed on the segment. Each even pixel in the segment is updated by using Eq. (5) in the update step, and the corresponding pixels (coefficients) are its left and right odd neighbors in the 1-D lifting-based horizontal 5/3-wavelet DWT. The processing methods of the symmetric extension and single points are the same as those in the prediction step. The last step of the 1-D lifting-based DWT is a subsampling step by which the transformed 1-D data are classified into high and low frequency subbands, and the result is shown in Fig. 10 . Then, the transformed image in Fig. 10 is transformed by the vertical lifting-based 5/3-wavelet transform. Compared to SA-DWT step in Fig. 8 , the corresponding SDA-DWT step is shown in Fig. 11 . In Fig.  11 , assume that the 45-degree direction is selected, so each odd pixel in the segment is predicted by two nearest even neighbors on the 45-degree line passing through this pixel. Then, each odd pixel is replaced by the residual obtained from subtracting the pixel value by the prediction value. If the prediction is good enough, the residual will be a small value. In the prediction step, the symmetric extension method is used for generating those even samples not in the segments, and the symmetric relation is about the line, passing through the odd pixel to be predicted, of 45 degree. According to Eq. (5), the update step in Fig. 12 is corresponding to the Fig. 9 of SA-DWT, and every even sample in the segment is updated by its two nearest odd neighbors (They already have been replaced by the residual values in the previous prediction step.) on the 45-degree line. After performing a pair of lifting steps (i.e. a prediction and an update steps), the transformed image is subsampled, and the result is shown in Fig. 13 . The subsampling process is the same as the conventional horizontal subsampling method, and the subsampled coefficients are classified into the low-frequency subband and the high-frequency subband. When the horizontal subsampling step is complete, the second part (corresponding to the vertical conventional 1-D DWT) of SDA-DWT begins from a prediction step (the second prediction step in SDA-DWT). Each odd sample in columns of the segment is predicted by its left and right even neighbors on the 45-degree line compared to the vertical line (Fig. 14) . Then, the second update step of SDA-DWT is performed on the even samples in columns of the segment (Fig. 15) . Finally, a conventional subsampling along the vertical direction is performed on the coefficients in Fig. 15 , and the image is transformed and divided into four subbands LL, LH, HL, and HH (Fig. 16) . The symmetrical extension is used to generate the even samples and odd samples, not in the segment, for prediction and update, respectively. From Fig. 11 through Fig. 16 , the one-level SDA-DWT is performed, and the LL subband can be used to be further transformed for multi-level SDA-DWT. The new shape mask is generated by subsampling the input shape mask along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Both ADL-DWT and DA-DWT partition an image into many small blocks. For texture features which are smaller than the smallest block size in the two methods, ADL-DWT and DA-DWT can not well exploit the correlation of the texture features in the small block. Moreover, even for large. texture features, since the block locations are fixed, this makes the partition usually not optimal. Thus, some energy will be left in the high-frequency subband. The proposed method can handle any shaped segments at any location, so it can exploit the correlation of such textures and get better energy clustering to attain better compression efficiency. The second update step of the 2-D SDA-DWT on an arbitrarily shaped segment.
Fig. 16
The vertical subsampling result of Fig. 15 in SDA-DWT.
SA-DWT and the object-based SPECK are for object image compression, and they have the ability to process any shaped visual object. They do not have the texture-featuresize and fixed-block-location problems, but they use conventional (i.e. horizontal and vertical) directions for prediction and update. Lack of the capability of directional adaptability makes them unable to well exploit the spatial correlation of non-vertical and non-horizontal line textures. On the contrary, SDA-DWT can adapt the filter direction, according to the texture features in each of the partition segments of the interested object, for well exploiting the correlation and obtaining better compression efficiency. In SDA-DWT, for handling the finite length data of 1-D wavelet transform, the symmetric extension of input data is used. The symmetric extension is effective and easy to implement, but, for the boundary between two partition segments, applying symmetric extension causes blocking effect for low bit-rate conditions. For such a problem, using the actual data at the extension points can alleviate the blocking effect. Periodic extension is another solution for finite length 1-D DWT computation, but it usually suffers from causing abrupt change at boundaries and needs more registers to implement.
Experimental Results
In this section, three test object images (Figs. 7, 18, 20) are used for simulation to evaluate the performance of SDA-DWT, SA-DWT and DA-DWT. The original sizes of test images 1 (Fig. 7) and 2 (Fig. 18) are 256-by-256 pixels, and the third test image (Fig. 20) is 128-by-128 pixels. Although the video frame size in MPEG-4 is 360-by-288, we choose square images in order to reduce the bits used for coding the paths in SPECK coding. For comparison, all methods (i.e. SA-DWT, DA-DWT, and SDA-DWT) use the same 5/3 wavelet, and both SA-DWT and SDA-DWT use symmetric extension for transform calculation while DA-DWT uses symmetric extension for transform calculation only on the boundary between the object image and background. For the partition boundaries in the object image, DA-DWT uses the practical values at the extension points. Here, we ignore the bits for side information (i.e. the partition of DA-DWT and the shape masks of SA-DWT and SDA-DWT) for simplification and focusing on the main problem. The decomposition-level decision in wavelet transform is important and difficult. For a suitable design of decomposition levels, energy clustering effect will make compression efficient. However, excessively many levels can not improve the overall compression efficiency, since the LL subband becomes a very small region that may degrade the overall compression efficiency. The suitable number of wavelet decomposition levels mainly depends on the image size, image content, and the coder/decoder used. In most cases, for a 512-by-512-pixel image, we select 3, 4, or 5 levels empirically. In this paper, 4 decomposition levels were used because the test images are small size. In the followings, PSNR (peak-signal-to-noise ratio) values and the lengths Table 1 The bit numbers of the bit stream of each test object image after SPECK coding. (SDA1 and SDA2 represent SDA-DWT without object partition and with object partition, respectively. SA means SA-DWT and DA is DA-DWT) from the famous test image Barbara, and Fig. 18 (b) shows the shape mask of the visual object. Two cases are simulated for evaluating SDA-DWT. First, the whole object 2 without partition is used for simulation, and second, object 2 is partitioned into two parts (Fig. 18 (b) , the white region and the gray part) for simulation. The partition shown in Fig. 18 (b) is an example for arbitrarily shaped partition which is not the optimal one. Table 1 shows that, for compression-file size, SDA-DWT with object-image partition is the most efficient case among these cases, SDA-DWT without object partition is second place, and SA-DWT is third place. SDA-DWT with object partition reduces 0.95% bit budget of SA-DWT's, and SDA-DWT without object partition reduces 0.24% bit-budget. On the other hand, the PSNR values in Table 3 show that SDA-DWT with partition has the best performance. The results show that for a texture rich (especially, non-horizontal or non-vertical edges) image, the performance of lossy compression can be enhanced by suitably partitioning the object image. The proposed method offers much flexibility for partition, since it can handle segments with any shape. The reconstruction object images of SDA-DWT also outperforms DA-DWT up to 5.44dB in Fig. 21 The reconstruction object images, under 1-bpp condition: (a) the result of SDA-DWT, (b) the result of SA-DWT. PSNR under 3.28-bpp condition, and reduces the bit-budget up to 14.0%. The reconstruction results under 1-bpp condition are shown in Figs. 21 and 22 (a) . From the experiments of object 3, we understand that SA-DWT can not well exploit the correlation of the directional textures, so it has poor performance for this test object image. For DA-DWT, since its resolution is not high enough (the smallest partition block is 16-by-16), can not represent non-rectangular segment boundaries perfectly, and wastes coding bits on the object background; DA-DWT has the poorest performance for the special object-image.
Conclusions
In this paper we propose SDA-DWT, which can be used for arbitrarily shaped image segments, and whose direction of prediction and update are adaptive. From the experimental results, SDA-DWT has superior performance than SA-DWT or DA-DWT does for visual objects with non-horizontal or non-vertical edge textures. SDA-DWT can be applied to any wavelet-based application, although, in this paper, we only give the examples of the intra frame compression of 
